Of the graduates seeking employment and other opportunities:

93% | **GSE grads**
joined/launched organizations or continued their education

93% | **PhD grads**
joined/launched organizations
78% working in academia

85% | **MA grads**
joined/launched organizations or continued education
86% working in education

99% | **STEP grads**
hired as teachers
81% working in California

**Graduates by Program**

**STEP Secondary**
Stanford Teacher Education Program
- 63 students

**STEP Elementary**
Stanford Teacher Education Program
- 25 students

**LDT**
Learning, Design and Technology
- 23 students

**POLS**
Policy, Organization and Leadership
- 25 students

**ICE/IEPA**
International Comparative Education and Policy Analysis
- 14 students

**JOINT**
Joint MA in Education degrees with MBA, MPP or JD
- 13 students

**Other**
Individually designed
- 4 students

90% of graduates accepted positions in desired geographic area

195 graduates
151 hiring organizations
19 U.S. states and the District of Columbia
8 countries/territories outside the U.S.